
YOUNG PEOPLE: THE 
BROADER LANDSCAPE

john 20:30-31



Youth resourcing 
estate church





transitional

GENERATION ONLINE  

GENERATION SENSIBLE

GENERATION UNCERTAIN 

GENERATION ANXIOUS

GENERATION UNRELIGIOUS

GENERATION JUSTICE



Christianity* IS
Irrelevant  



Christianity* IS 
IMPLAUSIBLE



‘The change I want to define and trace is 
one which takes us from a society in which 
it was virtually impossible not to believe 
in God, to one in which faith, even for the 

staunchest believer, is one human 
possibility among others…Belief in God is 

no longer plausible. There are 
alternatives. And this will also likely 

mean that…it may be hard to sustain one's 
faith.’



Christianity* IS 
RESTRICTIVE



Christianity* IS 
over protective



Christianity* IS 
shallow



Christianity* IS 
intolerant



Christians * 
must be doubtless



How does this resonate with your experience of 
young PEOPLE & YOUNG ADULTS?

WHAT QUESTIONS DOES THIS RAISE FOR HOW YOUR 
CHURCH REACHES, DISCIPLES & RELEASES THEM?



91% of uk churches only engage with young 
people already within the church



Half (49%) of the youth workers we surveyed 
told us their churches had no ‘active disciples’ 
from a non-Christian home, and a quarter said 
their churches had no contact with any young 
people from a non-Christian background, 
regardless of their level of engagement.

39% of youth workers told us their church 
youth ministry was focused ‘solely’ or 
‘mainly’ on retention (helping disciple young 
people primarily from the church 
community), compared with 8% whose sole or 
main focus was on outreach.



‘Christian communities need to engage in deliberate strategies that help 
foster intentional Christian communities, within which children and 

young people can form and sustain Christian identity.’ 
Nick ShephErd ‘Faith Generation’



The challenge of choosing a personal faith involves 
negotiating the depth to which being a Christian is 
ingrained into their sense of identity, being able to 

own this as they develop a more independent sense of 
self and holding and expressing this aspect of ‘who 

they are’ in environments away from the church. 

This choice is not a one-off experience. Holding faith 
in a secular age requires young people to choose 

continually.



sense

choice

use

Growing in & owning their 
identity as Christians 

Engaged in how their faith in jesus impacts 
their engagement & participation in the world

Exploring how god makes 
sense of everything & how 
to sense God



1. CREATE 
INTERGENERATIONAL TRUST 



2. DEMONSTRATE 
ROTECTIVE POWER



3. Stir curiosity



4. Practice  faith



5. Centre the mission



7.  Layer up the context



8. storm-proof peace



PAUSE


